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Trobo and JoJo are playing with a puppy outside, near a

doghouse. Dark clouds hover on the horizon. The sun peeks

out from the side.

TROBO

We always fun together JoJo. I like

playing with your new puppy.
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A roll of thunder is heard. The puppy is cowering in his

doghouse with his paws over his eyes. Trobo and JoJo stand

beside it.

TROBO

Did you hear the thunder JoJo? Your

puppy is scared his house will be

hit by lightning. He needs a safe

place to go in a storm.
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A beautiful multi-branched lightning strike looms large in

the background. Close up of just Trobo and JoJo’s faces, to

one side, in the foreground.

TROBO

It’s okay to be afraid of

lightning. It is very powerful. I

know a way to make his house safe.

First let me show you how lightning

works.
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A snow-capped mountain sits in the background with a lake at

the foot. A stream curves away from the lake, toward the

foreground. Trobo and JoJo stand in a grassy area to the

right of the stream. A dark cloud hovers at the top right

corner. The sun is peeking through.

(CONTINUED)
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A water drop hovers above each of the mountain, the lake,

and the stream. A small "warm wind" (a plump, flame-shape

topped) cloud face blows upward, from the bottom left to the

direction of the cloud.

TROBO

It begins when warm winds lift tiny

water droplets, called water vapor,

up to the clouds. JoJo, will you

help the wind gather the water

vapor up into the clouds?

JOJO

(Drags and drops each water drop up

into the clouds)

TROBO

Good job JoJo! Now, let’s go see

what happens in the clouds.
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Cloud interior. Shades of gray. Swish patterns depicting

turbulent winds.

Lower left "warm wind" blowing upwards, and an upper right

"cold wind" (a plump, ear-muffed, snowflake blower) cloud

face blows downward from above.

A few animated water drops circulate at various places

within the cloud. Trobo and JoJo stand together near a lower

corner.

TROBO

Look JoJo, warm air moves up, and

cold air moves down. As the air

mixes, the water drops get pushed

up and down many times.
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Cloud interior. Shades of gray. Water drops and snowflakes

scattered throughout. Many snowflakes settled at the bottom.

Trobo points out to JoJo two larger water drops, and two

larger snowflakes that hover near the middle.

(CONTINUED)
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TROBO

Drops that reach the top of the

cloud, turn into heavy ice

crystals, and fall to the bottom.

JoJo, will you help push the drops

to the top, and the ice to the

bottom of the cloud?

JOJO

(Drags and drops the larger water

drops to the top of the cloud, and

the larger snowflakes to the

bottom)

TROBO

Well done JoJo! You are very good

at this!
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Cloud interior. Shades of gray all around. Two happy little

water circles stand within a larger water drop. The smaller

circles have only stick arms and legs like the M&M’s man,

with gloved hands. One wears a "+" on her belly, and the

other wears a "-" on his. They are holding hands.

Trobo and JoJo’s faces look on from the lower right corner.

TROBO

Water drops like to have both a

positive and a negative charge,

like two friends who hold hands to

stay together.
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Cloud interior. The top of the cloud is heavily populated

with positive charges, and the bottom with negative.

Mini animation of droplets and snowflakes bumping together

in various places. The positive charged droplets going up,

and the negative charged flakes going down.

In the center stand our two "charged" friends, separated and

facing each other. A speech balloon between them says, "See

you later"

(CONTINUED)
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TROBO

The cloud becomes very crowded.

Busy water drops bump into each

other as they move around, and our

two friends become separated. JoJo,

will you help our friends find

their families with matching

charges?

JOJO

(Drags and drops the positive

charge at the top of the cloud, and

the negative at the bottom)

TROBO

Good work JoJo! Now the cloud is

ready to make lightning!
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Cloud interior. Still heavily polarized. Small negative

charged circles with stick arms and gloved hands are seen

reaching from the cloud in all directions.

A mini lightning strike is seen reaching from this cloud to

another partially visible cloud.

TROBO

The negative charges, at the bottom

of the cloud, want to hold hands

again with new friends. They reach

out to find positive charges.
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A darkened cloud hovers above a landscape lined with trees

and a metal pole or two, with space between the clouds and

the trees. The negative charged circles are seen reaching

from the cloud toward the ground. On the ground, positive

charged circles are reaching toward the cloud, from various

high points.

TROBO

Sometimes they find positive

charges on the ground, gathered at

tall places like trees and poles.

These charges are also looking for

new friends.
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A giant lightning strike reaches from the cloud to a tree

top. Trobo and JoJo’s faces light up as they watch from the

lower corner of the scene.

TROBO

When these new friends finally

reach each other, a giant spark of

electricity flashes in the sky, and

we hear roaring thunder.
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Trobo and JoJo are standing beside the dog house. Trobo is

holding a lightning rod in his outstretched hand.

TROBO

This lightning rod will draw

electrical charges safely away from

your puppy’s house. JoJo, Will you

place it on the rooftop?

JOJO

(Drags and drops the lightning rod

from Trobo’s hand to the rooftop of

the dog house)

TROBO

Thank you JoJo! You helped protect

your puppy by placing a lightning

rod over his dog house.
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Trobo and JoJo are standing inside of the house, away from

the window.

TROBO

That was fun JoJo! Always remember

to be safe. When thunder roars, go

indoors. We sure learn lots of

exciting things together!


